
Taree, 20 Cedar Party Road
Revel in Your Own Parklike Paradise Just Minutes
from Town

A modern and sophisticated family home sits perfectly upon this immaculate
lifestyle block just minutes from the main hub of town. Surrounded by equally as
alluring real estate and constructed on a 6,335sqm lot that is level and fully
fenced, this is the ideal set up for the kids and pets with plenty of room to roam.

Contemporary and stylish throughout, the home has been designed to
complement any lifestyle with an easy open plan design centred around a
brilliant kitchen and family living zones. The sleek chef's kitchen features a stone
island bench incorporating plenty of cabinetry and finished with stainless steel
appliances including dishwasher, wall oven and gas cook top. Rest, relax or
mingle close by in the expansive meals and living zones that are tiled throughout
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and warmed by a welcoming fireplace, before leading you through to the
covered alfresco where you can dine or simply relax in the shade.

Each of the bedrooms have been spaciously appointed, especially so for the
indulgent master suite that includes a reverse cycle air conditioner, ceiling fan
and large robe. Wake up and step directly out to the garden through a set of
glass sliders or jump straight into your luxurious ensuite that offers an oversized
rain shower. All bedrooms offer plenty of storage plus there is a home office that
could double as a fourth bedroom if needed. Central to the bedrooms is a
modern and sleek master bathroom with tub, shower and separate toilet with its
own vanity.

Set upon around 1.5acres of pristine lifestyle land offering a gorgeous green
outlook, beautiful established gardens and a large shed (12m x 8m) with toilet to
keep your toys. The current owners have meticulously cared for the grounds,
leaving the new owner with a true sight to behold including a fantastic selection
of veggies and easy-care plants. Located just 4km from the centre of Taree's
CBD and 8km from the boutique township of Wingham. Enjoy the picturesque
rural lifestyle without being away from life's conveniences.

For more information or to inspect contact Daniel Garton today as tomorrow
may be too late!
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Land Area 6335 m²
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Including Ensuite
Study
Air Conditioning
Reverse Cycle Air Conditioning
Outdoor Entertaining
Fully Fenced
Built-In-Robes
Toilets (2)
Dishwasher
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